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Introduction.

For m first a_rc<imation the _ir flo_v mreund the airsbiF

hull is _ssm_ed to obe7 the law_ of _ perfect (i.e. free from

viscosity) incompressible fluid. The flo-7 is further _ssume_

to be free from vortices (or rotationzl motion of the fluid).

These _s_umrticns le_d to very gremt simziific_tions of the

formul&e used but necessarily imply &n ir_erfect }icture of the

_otuzl _nditions. The v_lue of the results de<on is therefore

_h_ forces _roduced by the fiisturb_nces inupon the m_gnitude of _

the flow o_used by v_soosity with the con_eguent yroduotion of

vortices in the fluid. If these :re sm_ll in comymrison with the

forces due to the _ssumed irrot_tion&l zerfect fluid flow the

results will give _ good -ioture of the actu_i conditions of _n

mirshiD in flight.

\
\

Dr. -_{-_x}[.._[unk's theory of the aerodyn_-_ic forces on an air-

sl!i_ hull is }:resented i:_,}_.A.C.A. Te3hnlc_! Notes }los. 104, 105

_n_ 106. This i-_ier w_s _re_red by Dr. L. _._ Tuokerman, _ mem%-_::'

of the sl-eci_! committee on the examination of the N_vmi Airshiy

Zn-__._, _s & yart of the Com:_ittee'-o re.-ort_ ]nd as mn interi:ret_-
tion and _iscussion of Dr. _[unk's }a_ers.
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General.

The motion of a body through the fluid is accomp_niei ';_ith

kinetic energy not only of its own motion but also of the motion

of the fluid which it pushes aside. Since the fluid is asm:med

to be free from viscosity this kinetic energy of the fluid _otion

is not dissipated but accompanies the body in its motion, being

transferred from Dortion to portion of the fluid as the body _oves

through it. The body, therefore, in any steady motion is accompa-

nied by a steady configuratlcn of fluid flow which chan_es only

when the motion cf the body changes. If the velocit_ _ of the body

is increased in any proportion the velocity of _ll portions of the

fluid is increased proportionately (provided the velocities a.'e

small in comrarison with the velccity of sound in the fluid; this

is true here since the fluid is assumed to be incompressible) and

the kinetic energy of the accompanying fluid motion remains pro-

portional to the kinetic enero_ of the body itself.

If, however, the character of the motion of the body changes,

the shape of the accompanying fluid motion changes and the corre-

sponding additional kinetic energy changes, although the velocity

remain the same.

Pure Translation.

k

For a motion of pure translation Kirchhoff has shown that the

kinetic energy (Ef) of the fluid can be written

2 Ef = D Kx_ x + D Ky_y + D Kz_z

where x, y, and z

(1)

are three special axes in the body, nutually
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perloendicular the corresponding components of the

velocity of the config"aration and o Xx, p ICy znd p Kz

"_dded inertias" correslnonding to these three directions.

Kx, Ky _nd '_s_" depend only the config_ars.tion of the body.

tot-_i kinetio energy E of the motion of the body is

2E : 8El + 2Elo : PKx+m)V x + (o!Gr+m_7 ....+ (PKz+m)V z (3)
J

Since no energy _s dissiT:..__- _ " "- _e_, _ny _:__p in the tctai _<lnstic

energy of the motion of the bo_v must be due to :.7ork done on the

body (or by the body

- 6T: 6E=( PKx+m)V x 6Vx+ ( p prv_m)Vy 6\%r+( pHz+m)V z 5V.z (3)

If this oh-_nge be due to m rot;_tion, of the bod'/ without _:...._,_

total velocity

Vx, Vy and V z

_re

On

The

Vx + V_ _ _ "+ V z : V = _ _* +uono u_n

and Vx 5V x + Vy 5Vy + V z 6V z : O

then - 6 _ :6E : (OKx+ k)V x 6Vx÷(PKy + X)Vy %Vy+(pKz_ X)V z 6Vz(4)

-,_here the Lagrange_n multiplier k may be given any v_lue -,relolemse.

In order that there be no moment acting on the body tending to _ro-

duce this change it is necessary that 6E = T 5 8 = 0 where

T : the moment of force mcting on the body _nd 58 the angle of

rotation. This equation can obviously be s_tisfied (provided

K x # H J i z _- Kx) in three znd only three ",=_ys.

\
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0 I(x, Vy = V z = 0

o Ky• V_z = Vx = 0

p Kz , V x = Vy = 0

(5)

These three mutus_lly perpendicular directions in the body are there-

fore directions of steady translation without the -___on of exter-

nal moments.

L-iter.%l transfer of momentum.

Consider _ conf" , _+_ ligur__on of fluid flow ..',_ ,:ig. I) having

-_ "_'"+ "_ _0resu].t_nt momentum M in the y direction and no r,_-s_,±_-%n,, -

ment of momentum about the z-axis. Let this fluid motio_ be de-

stroyed and replaced by _n identical configuration in A- !is-

;laced _ _istance d having _ component d sin 6 (--;here ¢ is the

angle bet-,veen the displ_cement and the direction of the _._c-,<i-t_r.t

momentum) in the direction of the x-axis. To effect this ck::v'.g.e

negative resultant impulse -_,! must be _ppiied to the fluid in

A_ _nd _ _ositive resultant, impulse +"_ to the fluid in Ao..

That is, a resultant impulse moment _[d sin @ must act on the

±_luld.," If, instead of a sudden transfer of momentum the tr_sfe_

t:_kes place continuously during the time t _ith a unif :_. .-:": .-

ity V such that d = Vt

to a moment.

_cting during the time t.

the impulse moment }{d sin _ "_ _ue

/ .,

T = "V sin 0 <6)

The distinction here bet'_een the momentum of the oonfigurmtion

of fluid flow and the momentum of _ solid body should be noticed.

'LL
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In a solid body the resultant momentum necessarily lies in the di-

rection of its motion. The direction of r.esult%nt _',_omen_um of _

configuration of fluid flow does not necessarily coincide with the

direction of the motion of the confio_uration.

If T = 0 then 0 = 0 and the resuit_nt momentum coincides

in direction with the velocity.

In the three mutually perpendicular directions considered

above, since there is no resultant moment of force, the resultant

momentum of the fluid must coincide in direction -._ith the velocity.

In these three directiong therefore, the momentum of the fluid is

given by

Hx = p K x Vx, )[y = ,o Ky Vy, '-_z= 0 Kz Vz (7)

and the resultant momentum in any other uniform translation is the

resultant of these three moments. In _eneral, the resultant mo-

mentum M does not coincide in direction with the velocity of the

body and thus needs a resultant moment T = MV sin _ to be applied

to the body in order to maintain a uniform motion of trmnslation.

This moment can be calculated either by

F. _a, T ( S)

(,as in 4) or from T : HV sin 9 where M sin O is the transverse

component of the momentum, (as in 6).

The calculation of the coefficients Kx, Kv and K z for mny

given body solves therefore for that body the problem of the total

:_oments necessary to _aint_in it in uniform translation at _ny

_n@le of _itch and y_w.
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If the motion of zhe body is c.,onf_ne_'"_ -'_othe xv plane _nd

I{y : K_ and Z x =- K], then

•- v = O (K_
2

cos 2 c + K_ sin" a)V

•,-_here a is the _ngle of _tt_ck. Then

8£f
T - 3_ -- 1/S P V2 sin 3 a (K 2 _ k_ ('_-)

or_ other-ise, from equation (7)

DK_ V cos

PK_ V sin a

and the lateral component of the momentum

:'{ sin a
= .-y COS (_ - :'_X si._

: i/8 p V sin o a (X_ - X_)

_nd consequently, as before

T VM sin a I/2 p V 2= = sin 2 a (K2 _ KI) (9)

Force Distribution,

The determination of the force distribution which produces

these moments requires _ more detailed investigation.

Gener_l Method,

The general method may be sketched _s follows:

Under the _ssumptions here made the fluid flow possesses _ ve-

locity potential _ such that the component velocities of the fluid

(not of the configur_tlon) at _ny point are given by:
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v x = _ _ Vy - _ _ Vz = -

h_-'ing determined this velocity potential the pressure at each

_oint of the surface is evaluated from the extended Beruouiili

theorem

P -_ 1/2 v_ / _ 2 2: _t - - _ v = _ v x + Vy ÷ v z (i0)

Here Q is the rotenti_i of the external forces acting on the flu-

ia. Since we are neglecting the change of pressure with height

this may be treated as _ constant. As Dr. Munk has shown, the

3_
term _-_ m_y, if desired, be transformed into

3t
- - V v cos @ (iL)

_vhere V is the velocity of the configuration at the ;oint and

@ the angle between the velocity of the configuration _nd_he

velocity of the fluid,

This pressure is then integrated over the surface of success-

ive zones of the ship, giving the resultant distribution of longi-

tudinal _nd lateral forces along the ship.

This process although perfectly gener_l in theory is gener-

ally impractical, since the velocity gotential _ and consequently

the velocity distribution has only been determined for a very few

sim_!e geometric_l shapes, and even in these cases the computa-

tions are laborious.

Dr. }_unk has, however, used the knowledge of the detailed

pressure distribution based u_on known velocity potentials in dis-

cussing the effect of changing shape upon flow around t_o dimen-
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s_on_l shapes (No. I04, pp. ?, 8 and 9)°

J_LU:_9x!ma te 8clut io__n.

To _void these difficult _ Dr. _unk attacks _':e r_'oblem {_

tn.c following approximate way: The flow about _ny _ortion of the

e ......_ ship is considered to approximate at zny given instant

the corresponding flow about an infinite cylinder n_n_ the same

crcss-_ect'ion. (Fi{. _). In this case the transverse added inertia

is readily _alcuiated from the well known case of two dimension_l

flow _bout an elliptic cylinder.

The velocity potential in this case is determined from the

complex function

where q0 is the velocity potential and "_ the stream functSon.

Here
z :A w+ B

Proper choice of the constants A and B fits this to any elli}tic

cylinder between the limits of the infinitely thin flat plate _nd

the circle. (See L_mb's Hydrodynamics, 4th edition, _.79, Lorenz:

Teohnische Hydro-Meohanik, p. 287.)

If a and b are the major and minor semi-axes of the el-

lipse, the _dded inertia per unit length O K_ = p w b _ and

' = O _ a2. In the special c_se of a circular cylinder to
D Kb

which he confines himself in this presentation

- : s
K_ -- K a = K : D2 4

!

-=here S is the cro_s-section of the ship at this point, K_
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is of course zero. The contribution of any e]ement of length dx

i_o fhe total - _ _mom_n_ of the ship ms therefore approximately from

,_:tion.,__ (9)

¢T
_[x _::dT=I/2 @ V _ sin 2c

! !

si_¢e
dT d _ ?

- shear and
dx dx _

-l_terai load yet unit length, the

total moment T : i/2 0 v sin _ G/ S dx:i/2 g)v_q sln 2 o (14)

= and the l_ter_i ioa&where q is the voluble of oh_ ship,

F : _ _ dx is distributed _ _'_- cco_ng to the l_w

d _ T V 2 dS
f dx - dx_dX : 1/2 P sin 2 _ dx-- dx (15)

This same method of reasoning he a_plies l_tar to the problem of

the rotating ship.

The s_me result is arrived at more directly as Dr. "'unk ex-

yl_ined verbally, as foliovs:

The transverse momentum of an element of len_oth of the ship

is, from equations (7) and (12) (Fig. 2)

d-_ dx : _ = 0 V sin a S dx

If the cross-section S were increasing at the rate d_SS
dt

verse moment<_ would be increasin_ _t the r_te

(16)

the tr_ns-

_ dS
i(£,[) PV sin a _{ dx -f dx,dt

r_quiring a transverse load distribution f dx to impmrt this in-
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crease of momenttu_. The equivalent of this increase of cross-

section is imparted to the transverse air flo_. by the longitudinal

component of the ship's motion (Fig. 3). As sho_vn in the diagram

the air which was flowing about the section S is after a time dt

flowing about the section S + dSSdt where d_SS= V cos a d__S
dt dt dx

The corresponding increP.se of transverse momentum must be imp_rted

to it by a laterally distributed force on the shi r.

_s before.

dS
f dx : D V sin a V cos a _-_ dx

was

= i/8 p V _
dS

sin 2 a _ dx

(is)

T = 1,12 p V 2 Q sin 2 a

obviously here the volume replaces the coefficient

equation (9).

These coefficients

ber of simple shapes.

K_ and K_ have been c_!cul_ted for _ nmm-

In particui_r, L_mb h_s calculated their

value for ovary ellipsoids of different ratios of length to diameter.

In this c_se, for all finite lengths K= - K_ is less than

the vo!_me. Dr. Hunk therefore proposes to apply ¢ correction lac-

K 2 K_) to the preceding for-
tot (k_ - k_) (where k_ = _-- and k_ = _-

_ul_, thus giving

Total moment

Shear

T = 1/2 p V 2 (kz - kl)sin 2 a Q (17)

dT
- 1/2 P V _ (k_ - k_)sin 8 a S (t8)dx

T_ total moment on the ship calculated by this _p_ _o._1.:_t=on---'-o-"
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cLT
Lateral force f dx = 1/2 0 V2 (k_ - k_)sin 2o _ dx (19)

where k_ and kI are Lamb's coefficients for _e ellipsoid corre-

sponding to the ship as calculated by the formula

L(eilips°id)=D _/i L3_Q / (ship) 20)

ROTATION
i

General

If a body be in uniform translation parallel to one of its

principal directions (V), (Fig. 4), the added momentum of the

fluid will have the same direction. About zny axis A' yer}endic-

ular to this direction there '_ill be in general _ resultant moment

of momentum of the added momentum. There _ill, however, be a line

BB' parmliel to the direction of the velocity such that the result-

ant moment of momentum about any perpendicular axis (A) through it

is zero. A similar line exists for translation in each of the other

two "principal directions" These three lines do not in general

intersect in a point. In bodies possessing certain types of aero-

dynamic symmetry, however, they intersect in a point C_ the aero"

dynamic center of the body. If the body possesses geometrical sym-

metry this aerodynamic center lies on the planes or axes of symme-

try. This aerodynamic center exists in airship hulls and will be

used as the center of reference for points in the body. The axis

of x will be laid through it in the "longitudinal" zrincipal axis

of the body, this axis being an _xffs of central symmetry.

The ship (Fig. 5) is supDosed to be turning vith a uniform

V about a fixed azis 0 where V is the linear
angular velocity
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velocity of the aerodynamic center. The accompanying velocity con-

fi_a-uration has a steady shape and ste%dy speed and consequently a

constant added energy but turns with the shi} about the fixed cen-

ter 0. The constancy of the energy requires that the resultant

of all the forces acting on the ship pass through the center 0

since otherwise the forces would have a moment about this axis and

consequent_ add (or subtract) energy. These forces may be re-

solved into _ radial (centripetal) air force Fr necgss_ry to ba!-

ance the centrifugal for0e of the ship and of the _ccomTanying

fluid and a tangential (inertial dra:_) force F_ either positive

or negative, _Thich is added to the frictional drag (neglected-here).

The radial forces _ass through 0, but the tangenti_l force F_

considered as applied at the aerodynamic center requires _n accom-

panying moment F_R to displace the line of action to C.

For the purpose of determining tl_ese forces the motion may be

resolved into two yarts, a para!iel translation along the path and
V

a rotation :ith angular velocity _ about the aerodynamic center.

If the center of mass of the ship coincides :vith its aerodynamic

center this latter motion will involve no resultant forces nor re-

sultant moments and consequently the resultant forces are calcula-

ble from the parallel translation alone.

The tot_l tangential momentum _[_ (Fig. 8) of the ship in

p_r_llel motion is comr,osed of t_vo _arts,

of the body
_'_ : p V m

and due to the added tang_nti_l inerti_

due to the mass m

_2i)
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"r2

v;hiie the tot_l r_dial mor,ent-_um

alone -_nd is

)_r = I/S p V (K 2 - I(_) sin g o.

then (see Fig. 6)

- v 803_pV (K2 sin _ ,s + ,,_ o.) _)

H r is the _@ded rmdiml moment,_ _

(£5)

_x : }_r sin _ + ._., cos

}_{y = :fr cos 8 - _[_ sin e

From these the radi_l mnd t_ngential forces necessary to m_int_in

the motion _re

Fx - = _ e d n V
_!'{zcos -_{_ sin _!)dtdt ---" = (M_ cos 6 '_"_ - _._ sin 6)

_f

Fy - _=---(H r sin 6 + ',{_ cos 6 )i_,___
V
= ('{r sin 6# _{_ cos e)

If 8 : 0 Fx : F, and F,, : F r
O

v,_ = l/8 ov _ _ (K2 - K_) sin _Then F_ : _ -'r

This represents _ dr_g when a is positive.

(34)

V _ p-- _ V _
And R i (k_.sin_a + X_cos _ _)m- 0V_F_ so}

which is s centrifugal force.

This computation is of course exsctly the same as the usual

c_icuiation of centrifugml force in rigid dynamics, the only differ-

ence being the existence of a transverse momentum, which gives rise

tc the "centrifugal" drag force. This is a generalized centrifugal



force in the E&grangean sense.

_-_ aching on the sbipThe drag FT is _ho!iy due to air _.....

but of the centrJfuzai force Fr that Tart due to the ma,ss of the

ship 0 V_ i m involves no air forces, the _dSed centrifugal force
R

pV2 i (K2 sin _ _ + K_ cos _ a ) however, is transmitted to the

ship by mir forces acting on it,

The drag F, considered ayplied at the aerodynamic center is

accomp&nisd by the moment F_ R = 1,/2 O V_ (K: - X_) sin 2 c ,_hich

is the same as the unstable moment in rectilinear motion (equation

(9) ). The maintenance of the motion demands therefore (Fig. 7)

a resultant force F and a moment T in addition to the aerody-

namic forces here discussed. The fins alone supply the transverse

component F' and the moment T = F'a.

Distribution of these forces.

Dr. Munk calculates the distribution of these air forces by

the first method used in the case of rectilinear motion. Here,

however, it is necessary to bear in mind that because of the curva-

ture of the path the effective angle of attack of successive ele-

ments of the ship's length are different.

These angles of attack may be calculated as follows (See Fig. 8).

Then

___ - R _ R
1-f COS Q 'e  ini " + 5)

x ,)a' = o - e = _ -arc sin ( _ cos a

,_ , X wsin 2a' = sin oa cos 2 (arc sin_ cos c )
iX

X ,)
- cos S a sin _ (arc sin _ cos a
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If o

sin o ¢, = sin _ 8 x
R

Then each element of length dx

X

and _ _re both small this rodu_ to

d3_j dx : 1/2 p V _ (sin 2_ - 2 _ ) S dx (_7]dx

The first term is due to the transl_tion alone __nd the secor.d term

to the _dded rotation combined with the translation. Dr. Hunk c_ol-

culates these terms seps_r-ztely but the re_sonin_ is equivalent to

thmt here _iven. The total a_ount is

i 7 s x
T : i/_ p V_ sin S _ f S dx - _ V _

The first term is the unstable moment cf the trmnslational motion,

_nd the secon_ term is zero since f S x ix is the static ,.ore....t

of the volume about the aerodynamic center, which on the assump-

tions here m_de ooinci&es with the center of volume. As before,

this oaloul_tion gives _ resuit_nt moment somewhat l_rger th_n

_cts on _ ship of finite length so that he introduces _6ain the

correction f_ctor (_ - k_) in the first term.

This f_ctor gives the correct resultant moment. Since the

remaining terms h_ve no resultmnt, nor resultant moment, there is

no obvious correction f_otor. Dr. Hunk uses here k_* as a cor-

rection fmotor instead of (k_ - k_).

The force dis*_b_n is tho_
.._.

*Note: The dif"erence_ is not _re_t _ond it is mll & matter of judg-
merit but Dr. _unk's re-rosen for using m different correction f_etor
here is not clear to me. The forces are all c%Icul_ted on the sam..

basis of mF.proximation. L.B.T.

contributes _zn element of _
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_,nd the total tr:_nsvs_,-G force

(£9)

F : ]" f dx = 0

This mTr.ronimmte distribution of truntverse air forces ther

fore accounts for the resul<ant unstmble moment of the ship.

It of course does not a.ccount for the drag. The undermined drag

_orces are, however, s<_;ail, and teing ion_ituiinm.l, give rise to

no appreciable bending moments in the hull.

In addition, however, the _Fl_roxJm:_ticn has yet to account re;

the added centrifugal forse (elevation (SSi ).

This force is of course 3na.ll since a :znd Ks are both sm_ll.

For an _- rstio of _< and an mn.d±e o_ atts.ck of 8 degrees it is

less than 6 [er cent of the shi_'s own centrifugal force.

Of the two p_rts of this added centrlfuz_! foL'oe, the first

P V_ T{2 sin 2 a P V_" _--- : _ 0 sin2a
R R

being due to the transverse added inerti_ can reasonably be assure-

ed to be distributed ac_rding to the cross sectional area or

f dx : P V _ k_
R-- 8 sin _ (3o)

The second term pV __XI oos_ a : P V _ __k_Q
R R

(a being small cos _ a : i _i_.zrox. )

(si)
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requires a more detailed treatment, since its iongitudin_l distri-

bution might give rise to considerable bencting moments. As this

term arises frc_ the longitudinal added inertia alone, he consid-

ers a case of longitudinal flow only, the flow arising from a sin-

gle source and equal sink (Fig. 9). He chooses this flow (which

gives a blunter airship model) instead of the corresponding ellip-

soid because of the simpler mathematical treatment. The corre=-

sDonding velocity is

vn (i L h
<0 - 16 \r_ - r_ / (see Fig. 9) with the velocity distribution

Vx = - 8£ 18 r_ r_ /

Here L = 8c + D__ approximately

,/ 2

or nearly L = 2c.

As may be seen from the indicated line of flow the longitudlnal

component of the velocity and consequently the added inertia is

positive near the two ends but negative along nearly the whole of

the side of the ship. At mid-section this negative velocity is

VD _ VD 2
approximately ---_ diminishing to about opposite the two

_L 16L 2

sources _nd then r_pidly changing sign around the nose. To simpli-

fy his computation Dr. }_unk assumes that it maintains its mid-

VD 2

section value 2L _ along the whole length and that the transverse

velocity is negligible. This obviously results in an over-estima-

tion of the bending moments produced. This flow, however, repre-

sents a pure translation. The ship actually is rotating about a
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center 0 (Fig. iC), so that if V is the ship's velocity at the

aerodynamic center, the surface velocity of the ship cha_ges acroos

V_ at any point a horizon--
the ship having a velocity V' = (V + y _,

tal distance y from the center. Dr. ':_lunk*assumos that the air

velocity remains the same in the circular flight _s in straight

flight, _* which gives

* In a personal cou'/ers --+_&....on, Dr. Liurd< states that this method of

re&aching is dii'fer_nt from the one he used, but &s it arrives at

the same result, is pres-_mably equivalent to it.

**Note: If the elternat_ve assr_mr.ticn be _ade tha_ the air velocity

at any poznt of the surface in circular flight bears the s_me ratio

to the surface velocity of the ship as it does in straight flight
then

VD _

v' =- :_-(i + _R)

V' = V (i + _-_

and the pressure gradient

dy P. L_ " 4-i -r "

IYh o VeD _
E /- R Lx _pFroxa

i_ately.

This pressure gradient is twice as gre_t as on D_. L_un]<'sassumption.

It seem_ probable that the _ctual air velocity will lie between

these t_vo exteeme_, so that Dr. 'Aur.k's assumption represents an un-

der-estimation of the l_ressure gradient and consequently an under-

estimation of the bending moments. As noted above, th_ assumption

that the air velocity u_,intained its mid-section velocity

VD _
---_ along the whole length, caused an over-estimation of the bending
2L

moments. These two f_cr_ _-i?_l of course _'_r_ia!ly_._ compensate each

other, so that the Vun_'z a_,_._ion is probably _or_ nearly correct.
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_ir velocity
VJ

Vr == V :: -- -------
,_T <<
£J ,._

c°r'fizuration velocity U' : V (i + RZ).

Since the tr{nsv3rse _ir veLocit,,; Js _
__nsidered negligible

...... COS ,9 : ] "_ _,_
-, ,_n....the pressure :[eguation ......

conb ine& ..... _,,ztn (Ii,

0
_' -" V j - 0 V' V'2 cos 8 + constant

gives

0

._ , v, _ VD 2
+ constant

xnd the pressure -_._*-

dD O 'v-;% m ?

fhis _<ressure gradient acts in the szme -,_,a,y _ _ gr,_vitzti.-.: ±

_2

pressure gr&dient due to x _iuid of density _ "7_
2 E L_- in _ field of

horizonta.l intensity _ The total l_teral force is then P Y_v_
SE L _-

(52,) _nd is distributed _long the ship proportional to the crc_s-

sectional area. The added centrifug_l force -I°_ qk, consists
E

! C ,V_ D_
therefore of t_vo centrifug,_l forces _ _ Q (k_ + _-_-) (33) ccn-

centrated practically at the ends of the ship combined with a cen-

0 V _ D _

tripet&i force E Q 2L _ ($3) dis _'_ o. _ t_z_ut_d _iong the ship profor-

tJonzl to the cross-sectional area. The facto_ P _@
Q is of course

R

the centrifugal force of the ship itself, when in _ state of stmtic

L D _
equilibrium. For _ : 6, k_ = . 045 and ----S : •014.

SL
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Transverse force on the f_ns.

A small partof the centrlfug_&l force cRu be bc).anccd bv the

_ _ortion r.!ust belateral viscous d_&z of the ship out the farce.

balanced by the lateral force cn the fins. in add}tion_ this later-

al force must neutralize the _.tnstable moment of the shi;, (F '_ 7)

In his computation Dr. Junk _ss_mes this l_terai force equal to the

centrifu_al force of the ship alone. This either neglects _he add-

ed centrifugal force or considers it neutralized by the lateral

viscous dr_g. Equ_tin_ mcm_n,,s=_ (,see Fig. 7)

a V _0v _ Q_ : _ Q i/3 (_._- k_) sin _o

_a (34)
or (k_ - k_) sin 2a - R

Stu_.m&rv.

The l_ter_l forces _oting on the ship _re then:

i. The forces producing the unstable moment due to tangle of

t tack

T = I/3 p V _ (k_ -lh) sin _

0 V2

= R aQ

Q (17)

(35)

The forces producing this moment _re distributed according to the

l_w

f dx _ V= ;__ a _-_ dx (36)
R ax

S. The latez_l f_rces dye tc rotation combined with tangential

velocity. These forces have no resultant and no result_%nt moment.

They are distributed according to the i_:v
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f dx -_ p V dS
4_

R k_ (x S dx_X

"_ The centrifugal forces on _ .... '_' ="

p V _

( 2,9

q

!rovided the shiK is in st,_tic equilibrium. If in _,J.iition the

_ss of the ship is distributed Iongitudin_liy, T,ro'_ortion_l

m. ,-Tto the cross section these are distributed according to the i,._

f dx P V_- S dx (57)
R

_hes_ nearly neutralize the second term oz (2) *

4. The added centrifu@al force due to the _dded iongituiin_l

inertia

gi)

This is distributed approximately ms _ concentr%ted lo%d

_ D _ hP V_ Q (k_ + --
R 2 SL _ J

_t e_ch end and m lo_d distributed according to the law

f d_( :
p V_ D2

::-_ S dx , ....
P

5. _,._ added centrifug_l force due to the added t.........T,

inertia

p V _

R k_ Q sin_O -

This is distributed according to the law

f dx-- k_sin _ a S &x--
R R -

S dx 0'.,)

*l'_ote: For _nv other mass distribution it would be of course e2_s]r

to o,_,Iculate the corresponding force distribution. Since norm__lly

the static bending moments of the hull are everywhere hogging mo-

ments, the actual force distribution is somewh<_t greater _t the
ends mnd less in the middle. L.B.T,
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6. The lateral force on the fins practic_ily concentrated at

the center of pressure of the fins

p Vs
- R q (85)

The sum total of all forces is then:

Three concentrated loads

a) at front end outward __ -_ D 2vs o (k_ h (ss)

b) at center of pressure
of fins inward

o Vs
R 9 ($5)

c) at rear end outward
R £ 9T I

•_d a force distributed along the ship, with the resultant outward

intensity

0 V _
f -

R

_0 V r_'

R

dS D 2
[(a - ks x) _xx + (i - k2-- 8L _ * ks sin s G) S]

(se)
dS I}a "h ka

[(a- ks x) _ + (l- _- sL-_-,s -_R_ (k_.-k,)_S]

The method of reasoning used in these papers introXuees dis-

crepancies between the computed forces and the actual forces due

to two things:

i) The viscosity of the air is as_med to be zero with the

consequent elimination of all viscous drag.

These discrepancies in the present state of the theory can

probably only be estimated by comDariscn with experiment.

S) The transverse flow about any element of the ship is as-

sumed to be the same as that about the corresponding portion of an

I dS
infinite cylinder. This assumption is most accurate when _ d-_x
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is small. It will represent most closely the conditions amidships

/_ J-S-S:0 _ The l_rgest dis srepancJes will occur near the blunt\ D dx . "

i and the next largest near the tail,
dS

nose of the ship D dx - /

i dS
where D dx is finite but large.

Since even small discrepancies in forces near the ends may

result in relatively large discrepancies in the bending n]oments

on the ship, it _ould seem to be very desirable to have some con-

parison of the results of this ap_roximmte method with an accurate

computation of the forces on a shape approximating that of the

airship.

The theory of the Fotentia! flow about an ovary ellipsoid is

so comDlete that it is possible (although tedious) to compute the

a_ual force distribution along such a share both for straight

flight and steady turning.

It would seem that the comparison of the results of such a

computation with the results of the approximate analysis given

above would be of value in indicating the magnitude of the dis-

crepancies involved.

L. B. Tuckerman.
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Suicr, lem,_ntar Note No. 1. _'od __ , Y .ficaticn of st. }funk's formul%e.

Kr. C. P. lurge-ss has called my attention to the prs,ctica_i

disadvansr, ge of an o_r_roximate loa<i distribution vhich is not in

equilibrium. By neglecting the aided centrifug_-i forces in the

c_icui_tion of the lateral force on the fins Dr. !'_.unkleaves _,n

unb__!_nced out vard force of R Q (k: + ks sin s _ ). This makes

no 9_prreciable difference in tke resulting moments on the shiL

but is inconvenient in practical comr,utation, since it I_revents

th_ _ check obtained by computing both _vs. _o,_ the _-nal_.

This m_y be avoided by using the total centrif_ _ 7 force in

calculating the fin lo_d, i.e.

R O_(L + k_÷ kssin s %) : c'V_q I/S (]%- k_)sin £ c

or

ooa

(k_- k_)sir., 2_ - R (I _- k_+ }:_sin _:_)

Since c is sm_l! the seccnd aF_roximation of its v_lue

will be sufficiently close for _ ntmlericml check. Then the tot_l

forces on the ship become"

_) at bo,: outward /.F

s Q 1/S(k + sffJ

b) at center of _ressure
of fins inward R

c) at stern outward p V"_ D_ "_
R Q 1/S(k_ + SL __ ,'

and _ for_e distributed _io-_ the _ - " '•o o,___ ,vltn the resultant out-

_,vard intensity:

f _ C V s 0__. a(l + k_+ k. sinPo ' k_x ]'_'_
-'-_- ' - < dx 4-(1-}%+k: sin:_c_ -_--W]8!
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L:uLTie_mentar y iJote 1:o. 2. Discrepancy between Dr. :[unk's 7heozy
_nd N.P.L. Estimates.

In compu+_s, tSons for the ZR-i, }{r, Burgess has noted some dis-

¢r_:_ncy tet:_een __. _:unk s theory _nd d,P.L. Estimmtes b_-sed on

model tests. He _ointed out that it is at least _rti&liy e::pl_in-

e_ b3_ th_ neglect in Dr. 'Aunk's theory of the Izter_l resultant

force on t__e hull _rising from viscosity. The N.P,L. results show

or_e on hull _4_

_o._e 9S00- ....

f = Force on fins = £g_O.q= .q4G
Total force 9600

Th% l_tsr:i force on the hull is thus over i/6 the total force

an£ would make a considerable change in the results.

It seems that the following method might give a so_ewh_t bet-

ter a}proximation. Assume forces ms intic]tei in the dimLram.

___,__ Unstablemome nt_.1 _

R e sul tant

for ce on

V 2
+

Resultant

force on

hull=p.--_.:2Qh

m_e_l equat._ o

O V_
R _ _ (f ÷ _ h) :-- _ v_'Q i/.:_(_-k_ )sin S _
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or 22_

(k_ - t_)sin 2o_ = T (f * 9 h)

.vhere Dr. H_n_k found

2&
(k. - k,)sin 2 Oc- R

then sin 2 o
= f+ _h

si_ _ CLc

_in 2_/% - f
sin 2 _r_......

Or _, _
h

Burgess £ives al = 7 ° i$' ; _c = 8c 45'

• 2487
•6,_6

8ubs_itutinc _ = . 3007
values .354

= 0.51

The l&ter_l forces on the hull have then apparently a result-

ant _pplied about half way between the center of buoyancy and the

center of pressure of the fin.

It would seem then that _ recom_uta_ion by Dr. }Junk's method

b_sed on _n _n{le of yaw of 7 ° 12' with the _ddition of some rea-

sonable distribution of lateral forces on the hull with m resultant

at 0. Sla might give a still closer t.pproxJm_tion to the actual

forces in a steady turn.
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S ,_--,h _ t ;,O. O,LI,Jw_ e_. _ll _arv Note +'_
f_ cm

.,_c..._._.-+..... _'_ _:'_ for L_mb's ._o.f-
f i_C-.o st._

in comp_rin£ zirshirs, of different fineness r:,+tio the v_+ri-

ation of L_mb's co .... _zoi_gnts k:, +-2 ._ k 2 may not +

be negli._]ible_ _ithough this -Ta+ristion nee& mot be _ccur_telv es-

timzted. For such c2.ses it may be Torth ,_Thile _ot'n__.... = tke linear

a_Fro:,imstions gives on the _ccomDanyin_ £i£sr_res. These co,zer the

_hole rsnge with £ ma,xim_m error el" _jo of the vol_zme or the ranse

4 < _ < _ +;ith a .:a+.lmum erro_' +/+.
J++

It is of course obvious that im the range

aT_roximations "_:o_d give still closer values. For zn:_+ ,

Irq_ +i -- --this r_nge +he a_,rox" +'cn k_ k_ = i i. 53 has

mmximtu_ error o_ less than O. 5_:, in vie_:; of the roughncss o2 the

other a_Droximmtions involved the _oouraey _ined is _rcba'oly not

worth _ -_tm_ extra labor

L.B.T.

L
4 < _ < _ ?mr_boiic
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L/D E/L k_
J

O..%0:55 I. C00

l-If
Z/L

1.000

riffer- O. 5

ence k_ i D/L

0.000 0. 000 ] 0. 00£:

I-6. _ Differ-Differ-
ence kff=k_ £/L ence

C. 000 i. OCO i. COO O. O00

o 97 _ 1£.03 0 _ou, O u. 9SO 0.010 0.021 0. 030 -0. _'_ _ 039 0. c20 0. 019

9.02 0 ii_ 0.954 0.945 0.009 O. 034 0.033 -0. 0C9 0.930 0.°Ii O. 019

8.01 0.1848 O. __5 0.938

C,97 0.1435 0.933 0,988

0.007 0,029 0.037 -0,008 0,916 0,900 0, C16

0.005 0,036 0,043 -0.007 0,897 0,885 0.0i2

6.01

4.99

3. 99

2.99

0.].664 0.91810.917

i

0.2004 0.895 0.900 -0,005:0.059

O. 2506 0.860 0.8751-0.015 0.082
i i

O, 3344 O. SOS O. 833i-0,030!0. 182

+0.001 O. 045 O, 050 -0. 005 O. 873 O. 867

0.060 -O. CO! O, 836 C, _0

+0. ,/',_,

-0. 003

O. 075 +0. 007 O. 778 O. 800 -0. 022

O. 100 +0. 08.89- 0.'_81 6. 738 :--0.051

Ag_roximate values of Lamb's coefficients for grolate spLeroid,

and k_ kk_, s _.M_ximum errorPetween 4 and _ is 0.02 of volume

8 D

D/I,



O. COO0 ._. O.;,J 1:000

_.97 0.1003! 0.960 C.990

t
q 02 O. 1109.1 _ 954 O. a r-

CI O. 1848 0.9%5, 0. o38

;8,97 O. 1_35 0.953: 0.928[

_. O1 _ O, i664'; O. 918 O. 91'7
i

$,99, 0.'8004' O. 895
i 4 '

3.99 0,8506 6,860
, '1

s. so{ o. o. sos c. ss: 

! ,1 !

-2 51 O. _.... _84:0.753 I0 80,_
i •

i j

2. CO O. SO00 C. 703 O, 75,.9

t. 50 0.6567 O. 531 O. 6_;7

_O. _SO1.00 1.0000;0,.500 T

i DDiffez _
OT'Oe i k_ .."

i

I

O 000 i O. 000[, C. 030

C, 010

C. O00 I. 000 1.0C8

I

'_,021 O. 050 -0. 089 O. 93"9 O, _q

0.024,0.055 -0. OS1 0.930 0.889

0.089 0.062 -0. 033 0.916 0.875

O, 072 -0. 036 O. 897 C, 8.57

m

_.085 -0.058 O. 8'75 b. 854

O. 009

O. 00?

O. 005_ O. 036

+0, 001 O, 045

0.900i-0. 00510. 059 0,100 -0.041 0.835 0,800

i I 1 _("1
0 87a -0 01510, 08810.185 -0. OA3 ... 778 0.749

• ,_ [ •
I I

-0. 050!0.133'0.162 -0.045 0.681 i0.666

-0.038'0.156 0, 199 O. 045 O, 607 O. 602
i

O. COO

O. C ,/%

O. 0_!_

O, 041

pw. 0%0

O. 039

O. 056

O. 029

O. 015

:+0. 005

-0. 048 ! O. 209 ',0. 850 .-0. 041
I

-0. 046 O. 305i0. 333'-0. 038
i '

0.000 O. 500:0.500 -C. O00

'0, 493 O. 500i-0.007

O. 316 O. 553!-0.017

0.000 0.000 0.000

Approximate values of Lamb's coefficients k_, ke and k2 - k_ fc,r

Lrolate spheroid. [rror less th_n 0.05 zart of volume over whole

range

0
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